Abstract. In statistical machine learning approaches for question classification, efforts based on lexical feature space require high computation power and complex data structures. This is due to the large number of unique words (or high dimensionality). Choosing semantic features instead could significantly reduce the dimensionality of the feature space. This article describes the use of Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) for question classification based on semantic features to improve both the training and testing speeds compared to the benchmark Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. Improvements have also been made to the head word extraction and word sense disambiguation processes. These have resulted in a higher accuracy (an increase of 0.2%) for the classification of coarse classes compared to the benchmark. For the fine classes, however, there is a 1.0% decrease in accuracy but is compensated by a significant increase in speed (92.1% on average).
Introduction
The success of sentence retrieval and answer extraction efforts rely on the identification of two important feedbacks: the answer type and the answer context [1] . The answer type determines what kind of answer the question expects, while the answer context determines in what context the answer appears in. Determining the right answer type and answer context can be achieved through Question Classification (QC).
Currently, the state-of-the-art machine learning approach in QC is Huang, et al. [2] 's approach with the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [3] classifier. However, a newer feed forward neural network method such as Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [4] that uses fewer nodes than SVM provides faster learning performance than SVM without sacrificing accuracy. These properties are shown in Huang, et al. [4] 's experiments on many different cases such as question classification, diabetes detection, and forest cover type prediction.
Huang, et al. [4] also reported that the ELM performed better in terms of accuracy and speed compared to SVM and Backpropagation [5] .
There are two approaches in QC: statistical and non-statistical. The statistical approach predicts the question class based on patterns that are found after statistically analyzing the question sentences. The statistical approach is typically performed using machine learning. Non-statistical approaches, on the other hand, uses hand-crafted rules that are formulated based on question and answer structures to predict the question class. Although hand-crafted rules can be very accurate in predicting certain types of question classes, it is difficult to cover a large number of question syntactical structures.
The statistical approach to QC entails the following steps: building a feature space from the training data, learning the patterns from the feature space, and predicting the class of testing dataset. The feature space from the first step may consist of several possible types of features. Commonly used features are: lexical (e.g. bag-of-words), syntactic and semantic. Lexical feature are wellknown to have high-dimensional feature space due to the large number of unique possible words. Classifying on a high-dimensional feature space requires high computation power and complex data structures. Alternatively, choosing semantic features instead could significantly reduce the dimensionality of the feature space and increase the accuracy of question classification if they are properly extracted from the training dataset [2] .
The main contribution of this research is the introduction of ELM as a new classifier for statistical question classification. Other contributions include the improvements to Huang, et al. [2] 's algorithm for head word extraction such as the addition of more regular expressions and modification of noun phrase extraction; replacement of the existing word sense disambiguation (WSD) method with a newer approach; and modification of Huang, et al. [2] 's implementation of Collins Head Finder rules [6] . The improvements in the feature selection process have resulted in a higher accuracy (an increase of 0.2%) for the classification of coarse classes compared to Huang, et al. [2] 's results. For the fine classes, however, there is a 1.0% decrease in accuracy but is compensated by a significant increase in speed (92.1% on average). Our aim is to improve the accuracy and speed of existing question classification approaches.
Related Work
The process of QC involves parsing the training set of question sentences into a feature space, extracting patterns from the feature space, and classifying question sentences from the testing dataset based on those extracted patterns. In this section, we distinguish between the non-statistical and statistical approaches for question classification, as well as present details on classifier features and classifier engine.
Non-Statistical Classification
Non-statistical classification uses hand-crafted rules to identify question classes. One such effort is by Pasca & Harabagiu [7] . These rules are very efficient. However, they are not practical in identifying questions with various sentence structures. It was also very time consuming to make each rule for every possible type of question.
Rules were also used in Silva, et al. [8] 's efforts through direct matching for specific questions as well as by identifying head words that are then mapped into the question classification by using WordNet [9] . The rule-based question classifier was then enhanced using a SVM resulting in an improvement in classification compared to the stand-alone rule-based classifier.
Statistical Classification
In statistical classification, patterns are extracted automatically from the question sentence training set instead of using predefined rules. This solved problems of non-statistical classification such as difficulty in handling similar questions with different words and syntactic structures using a small set of rules. Several statistical classification approaches will be discussed further.
Li & Roth's Question Classifier
Li & Roth [10] developed a question classifier that comprises two sequential classifiers [11] . These two classifiers were based on Sparse Network of Winnows (SNoW) algorithm [12] which is a multi-class classifier that is specific to high-dimensional feature space classification. Li & Roth [10] reported that the classifier's best result was 78.8% for the fine classes.
Features that were used could be divided into two types: syntactic and lexical semantic. The part-of-speech (POS) tag, chunk and head chunk are of the syntactic type. Named entity, semantically related word, and relational feature [13] are of the lexical semantic type.
Hacioglu & Ward's Question Classifier
Hacioglu & Ward [14] used SVM as their classifier. They modified the multiclass classification SVM into a binary classification SVM by applying the error correcting output coding (ECOC) [15] method.
For feature space, bag-of-words, n-gram, and named entity [16] were used. Dimensionality was reduced by applying the singular value decomposition (SVD) method, although it was also reported that SVD lowered the accuracy. The best result of the classifier was 82% for the fine classes.
Zhang & Lee's Question Classifier
Zhang & Lee [17] used several machine learning techniques: SVM with tree kernel, nearest neighbour (NN), naive Bayes (NB), decision tree (DT), and SNoW. Bag-of-words, n-gram and tree kernel features were used to represent the feature space.
Tree kernel was proposed as an improvement to the existing SVM approach, allowing better computation in a high-dimensional feature space. The best results obtained were 90% for the coarse classes and 79.2% for the fine classes.
The best results for the fine class classification, however, were actually obtained by using linear SVM and not tree kernel SVM.
Krishnan, et al.'s Question Classifier
In Krishnan, et al. [18] 's work, a SVM similar to that of Zhang & Lee [17] 's work was employed. For the feature set, bag-of-words, n-gram, answer type informer span and its hypernyms were used. The informer span serves as a clue for the correct identification of a question class. However, for the hypernym feature, WSD was not employed; all the possible senses of a given word were inserted into the feature space instead. The best results obtained were 93.4% for the coarse classes and 86.2% for the fine classes.
In this case, syntactic and semantic features were used, thus giving better results compared to other question classifiers at that time. However, the hypernyms were not filtered to suit a given word, and instead, the work relied on the SVM to pick the correct hypernyms. The application of WSD during the hypernym feature extraction could further improve the results.
Nguyen, et al.'s Question Classifier
Nguyen, et al. [19] used two classifiers: the Maximum Entropy Model (MEM) [20] and Boosting Model (BM) [21] . For feature space, the subtree feature was used. The best results reported were 91.2% for the coarse classes and 83.6% for the fine classes.
Only syntactic features (the subtree feature) were used in this classifier. The results are slightly better than that of Zhang & Lee [17] which can be attributed to the use of subtree mining.
Huang, et al.'s Question Classification
Huang, et al. [2] used two different machine learning approaches: MEM and SVM. For feature space, wh-word, head word, head word hypernyms, n-gram and word shape (or bouma) were used. The headwords were extracted using Collins Head Finder [6] and the hypernyms of these were also extracted to increase the granularity of the feature space. For word shape, features such as word case and digits were considered. The best reported results were 83.6% for the coarse classes and 89.2% for the fine classes. As such, the work reported in this article will be based on Huang, et al. [2] 's efforts. Table 1 compares the results of several question classification approaches with syntactic and semantic features on the coarse and fine classes using the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) dataset. 
Comparison of Question Classification Approaches

Classifier Features
From Table 1 , the best result was achieved by Huang, et al. [2] 's work using SVM and MEM. This is due to the use of semantic features such as head word and head word hypernym features. Therefore, the use of semantic features will be further discussed in the next subsections.
Head Word
Li & Roth [10] 's head word extraction method takes the first noun and verb chunk as the head words of a question. In their method, the question is first POS-tagged and then chunked into phrases. From the resulting chunks, the first noun and verb chunk are extracted as the head words.
Krishnan, et al. [18] proposed a head word called the informer span. They proposed three approaches to identify the informer span. The first approach is to manually label each question with its informer span resulting in what is called the perfect informer span. The perfect informer span gave the best results of all the three approaches. The second approach utilizes heuristics. This heuristics approach gave the worst results. The third approach is to use Conditional Random Field (CRF) [22] to label informer spans.
Huang, et al. [2] extracted head words based on Collins Head Finder [6] . It employs a rule-based approach and it works by checking the context-free rule (X → Y 1 . . . Y n ) and determining which of the (Y 1 . . . Y n ) is the head of the rule. The original rules set a higher precedence for verb phrases than noun phrases. This precedence could not be used to determine the correct head word since most head words are noun phrases. Therefore, some rules were modified to suit the circumstances.
Hypernym
In order to identify the correct hypernyms of a word, WSD is often employed. In Huang, et al. [2] 's work, they used the Lesk [23] 's algorithm to determine the right sense of a word. Li & Roth [10] and Krishnan, et al. [18] did not disambiguate the word. They, instead, extracted all the word senses and left it to the classifier to decide on the correct one. Our work however, uses Adapted Lesk [24] 's algorithm for the WSD.
The Adapted Lesk [24] 's algorithm employs WordNet to disambiguate a given word. It involves defining a window of context surrounding the target word to be disambiguated. The size of the window is n WordNet word tokens to the left and another n tokens to the right for a total of 2n + 1 words (including the target word). For the algorithm itself, the glosses between each word pair in the window of context are compared. More specifically, the glosses associated with the synset, hypernym, hyponym, holonym, meronym, troponym, and attribute of each word in the pair are compared. The comparisons lead to the identification of overlaps, which contribute to the score of different combination of sensetags.
The accuracy of the adapted Lesk algorithm is 32% when tested using SENSEVAL-2 data which is higher than the original Lesk [23] 's algorithm accuracy of 23%. Although the state-of-the-art WSD algorithm [25] was able to achieve accuracy as high as 78.1% [26] , it was not included in our scope of work in view of its complexity.
Classifer Engine
This work uses the ELM as its classifier engine. The ELM employs feedforward neural network architecture and works by randomly choosing the input weight. It then, analytically determines the output weight [4] .
, and hidden node number Ñ, the ELM algorithm [4] is as shown in Algorithm 1. In benchmarking efforts by Huang, et al. [4] , the ELM performs much faster than backpropagation and SVM in approximating the sinC function. In a realworld case of diagnosing diabetes using the Pima Indians Diabetes Database, ELM was more accurate compared to SAOCIF, SVM, and Cascade-Correlation. With the ELM's advantage in terms of speed and accuracy, we have employed ELM in our question classification approach.
Methodology
Our approach for question classification using ELM is divided into three distinct phases: 
Phase 1: Preprocessing of Training Data
For the purpose of benchmarking, this research uses the UIUC dataset compiled by Li & Roth [10] . This dataset comprises 5,500 training questions and 500 testing questions. The training question set is divided further into 5 different sets of 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, 4,000 and 5,500 questions respectively. Each smaller set is a subset of the larger set. Data distribution for each class (coarse and fine classes) in the 5,500 training question dataset is shown in Table 2 . 
Dataset Format Reading
This is a straightforward process that reads through each dataset file and extracts components such as classes and question sentences. All of the training and testing dataset questions have the same format: <CoarseClass>:<FineClass><Question>.
Question Sentence Parsing
The process of question sentence parsing is divided into four steps: tokenizing, tagging, lemmatizing, and chunking. Tokenization step is done by using regular expressions provided by the natural language toolkit (NLTK) library which conforms to the Penn Treebank convention. In this research, only word tokens are needed for the feature extraction process. Other elements, such as punctuations, are discarded. The next step is tagging step which is done by using POS tagger provided by the NLTK library. The given word is then lemmatized by matching a given word together with its POS tag to its morphological form in WordNet. The last step is chunking which is done through the use of the Berkeley Parser [27] . The parser works by first assigning the correct POS tag to each word in the sentence. The parser then continues chunking the group of words into the Treebank form.
Phase 2: Question Classification
In this phase, the questions that have been preprocessed are classified into several categories. In order to do this, useful semantic features in the questions are first extracted. These extracted features will then serve as input for the classification process.
Feature Extraction
Generally, in question classification, the extracted features are grammatical properties of a language such as tense, lemma form, POS, and hypernym. Since there are many possible features that can be extracted, only three types of features are used in this research: question wh-word, head word, and hypernym. Question classification efforts by Li & Roth [28] and Huang, et al. [2] also used these three features and produced good results.
Wh-word
The question wh-word comprises of keywords such as: "what", "which", "when", "where", "who", "why", "how" and "rest". The "rest" wh-word is for questions that do not belong to any of the other wh-word cases.
Head Word
Since Huang, et al. [2] 's approach for question classification have shown good results in terms of accuracy using their head word algorithm, this research modified Huang, et al. [2] 's head word extraction algorithm to further improve the accuracy. Our modified algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
In our modification of Huang, et al. [2] 's algorithm, lines 7 to 21, and 46 to 49, introduces new regular expressions into Huang, et al. [2] 's list of existing regular expressions. The full list of new regular expressions can be seen in Table 3 . Example of questions that are true positive due to these modifications are: "What do bats eat?", "Who was the first governor of Alaska?", "What is the name of vitamin B1?", and so on.
Lines 22 to 45 improves the accuracy of head word extraction through the modification of several parts of the existing algorithm such as prioritizing the "SBARQ" node over other nodes when searching for head words (lines 23 to 29), and differentiating each extraction according to the type of the node (lines 30 to 45). Example of questions that are true positive due to these modifications are: "What kind of animals were in the Paleozoic era?", "What types of water pollution are there?", and so on. Rules from Collins Head Finder [6] were also modified to give a higher precedence to noun phrases over verb phrases as the chosen head word. Table 4 shows the modification of Collins Head Finder rules [6] . Table 4 Modified Collins Head Finder rules [6] .
Parent Non Terminal
Modified Priority List Original Priority List FRAG {"left", "NN", "NNS", "NNP", "NP"} {rightExceptPunct} PP {"right", "NP","IN", "TO", "VBG", "VBN", "RP", "FW", "JJ"}, {"right", "PP"} {"right", "IN", "TO", "VBG", "VBN", "RP", "FW", "JJ"}, {"right", "PP"} S {"left", "TO", "NP", "S", "FRAG", "SBAR","VP", "ADJP", "JJP", "UCP"} {"left", "TO", "VP", "S", "FRAG", "SBAR", "ADJP", "JJP", "UCP", "NP"}
Parent Non
Terminal Modified Priority List Original Priority List SBAR {"left", "S","WHNP", "WHPP", "WHADVP", "WHADJP", "IN", "DT", "SQ", "SINV", "SBAR", "FRAG"} {"left", "WHNP", "WHPP", "WHADVP", "WHADJP", "IN", "DT", "S", "SQ", "SINV", "SBAR", "FRAG"} SBARQ {"left", "SBARQ","SQ", "S", "SINV", "FRAG"} {"left", "SQ", "S", "SINV", "SBARQ", "FRAG"} SINV {"left", "NP","VP","VBZ", "VBD", "VBP", "VB", "MD", "S", "SINV", "ADJP", "JJP"} {"left", "VBZ", "VBD", "VBP", "VB", "MD", "VP", "S", "SINV", "ADJP", "JJP", "NP"} SQ {"left","NP","ADJP","VP","VBZ", "VBD", "VBP", "VB", "MD", "AUX", "AUXG", "SQ"} {"left", "VBZ", "VBD", "VBP", "VB", "MD", "AUX", "AUXG", "VP", "SQ"} UCP {right} {"left"} VP {"left", "NN", "NNS", "NNP","NP","UCP", "ADJP","PP", "TO", "VBD", "VBN", "MD", "VP", "VBZ", "VB", "VBG", "VBP", "AUX", "AUXG", "JJP", "JJ"} {"left", "TO", "VBD", "VBN", "MD", "VBZ", "VB", "VBG", "VBP", "VP", "AUX", "AUXG", "ADJP", "JJP", "NN", "NNS", "JJ", "NP", "NNP"} WHNP {"left", "NN", "NNS", "NNP","NP", "PP","WDT", "WP", "WP$", "WHADJP", "WHPP", "WHNP"} {"left", "WDT", "WP", "WP$", "WHADJP", "WHPP", "WHNP"} WHPP {"right", "WHNP","IN", "TO", "FW"} {"right", "IN", "TO", "FW"} X {"right", "S", "VP", "ADJP", "JJP", "NP", "SBARQ","SBAR", "PP", "X"} {"right", "S", "VP", "ADJP", "JJP", "NP", "SBAR", "PP", "X"} NP {"rightdis", "NN", "NNP", "NNPS", "NNS", "NX", "JJR"},{"left", "NP", "NML", "PRP"}, {"rightdis", "$", "ADJP", "JJP", "PRN", "FW"}, {"right", "CD"}, {"rightdis", "JJ", "JJS", "RB", "QP", "DT", "WDT", "RBR", "ADVP"} {"rightdis", "NN", "NNP", "NNPS", "NNS", "NX", "POS", "JJR"}, {"left", "NP", "NML", "PRP"}, {"rightdis", "$", "ADJP", "JJP", "PRN", "FW"}, {"right", "CD"}, {"rightdis", "JJ", "JJS", "RB", "QP", "DT", "WDT", "RBR", "ADVP"}
Hypernyms of Head Words
Prior to extracting the hypernyms of a given word, WSD is carried out (see Table 5 for the extracted sense of each head word). The known sense of the word can then be used to search for hypernyms from WordNet. For our purpose, the Adapted Lesk [24] 's algorithm was used for WSD.
After the correct sense of the head words are found, finding the hypernyms is straightforward. The problem lies in determining how deep the level of hypernym that needs to be retrieved. There is no standard way to determine the hypernym depth, but six levels deep are considered sufficient [2] . Table 5 shows the example of feature extraction result using only four questions. 
Classification
ELM was chosen as the classifier for its speed in training and testing. For ELM classification, the first step is to take the features from the feature extraction process and combine those into a feature space. The class code element represents the actual class of each question. 
The feature space would be represented as vectors with each vector representing a question. The elements of each vector are the extracted features that are assigned either the digit 1 (indicating that the particular feature occurs in the question) or -1 (the particular feature does not occur). The feature space from Table 5 is shown in Table 6 .
Training Phase
For the ELM, the training set is defined as ‫א‬ = {(x i , t i ) |x i ∈ R n , t i ∈ R m , i = 1, . . . , N} from the feature space of questions in Table 6 , where matrix x represents the input question and matrix t represents the actual class. and Then, matrices with random values for input weights (w) and the biases of the hidden neurons (b) are defined. In this example, the number of hidden neurons chosen is 4, corresponding to the number of training questions. Therefore, the input weight matrix will have four rows for the four hidden nodes and 13 columns for the 13 possible features.
After defining the random input weights and biases, the matrix for the hidden output H is calculated with the equation . In this research, a linear activation function was used.
Following the calculation of H, the output weight could then be calculated with the equation β = H †T, where H † is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of matrix H. The matrix H and resulting β are as follows.
The calculation of the output weight marks the end of the training phase. The output weight would be used in the classification of the test dataset with the same number of hidden neuron and feature space.
Testing phase
As an example to test the ELM's classification, the following question is selected, "What is desktop publishing?". The question features: wh-word, head word, and hypernym, are "what", "DESC:desc", and "null" respectively. The x and t matrices for the test question are as follows.
and
With the same calculation as the training process, the H matrix for the test question, HTest, is as follows.
The class of the test question can be predicted using the equation y = HTestβ. The y for the example test question is as follows.
The result y is the prediction made by the classifier. The predicted class (indicated by the value 1) is in the second row of the matrix. In order to determine which class the second row represents, all available classes from the training questions (see matrix t from the training phase) have to be sorted. The resulting sorted classes are 3, 4, 5, and 29, and the second row corresponds to class 4 which is DESC:desc which is the correct class.
Phase 3: Evaluation
For evaluation purposes, each of the 5 sets of the data was evaluated on 2 types of classes, namely the coarse classes and fine classes. For each type of classes there are three combinations of features, bringing to a total of 30 settings. The three combinations of features are:
1. wh-word 2. wh-word, and head word 3. wh-word, head word, and (head word) hypernym
The metrics used besides accuracy are precision and recall which were also used by Huang, et al. [2] . Precision is the proportion of predicted positive cases that are indeed real positives, while recall is the proportion of real positive cases that were predicted as positive [29] . Speed benchmarking was also done by taking the training and testing time for the coarse and fine classes. These results are then compared to the LibSVM 1 implementation of SVM which is the same SVM engine used in Huang, et al. [2] 's work.
Results and Analysis
This section presents the results that were obtained and the analysis of the overall and best results. Table 7 shows the experiment in which the question classification is run using only the head word feature with two versions of implementations: our modified Huang, et al. [2] 's head word extraction algorithm and the original algorithm. Both implementations used ELM as the classifier engine. From the results, our modified Huang, et al. [2] 's head word extraction algorithm performed slightly better for the coarse class category and slightly worse for the fine class category. Table 8 shows the results of experiments on the five sets of data. The number of hidden nodes are determined by generate-and-test (trial-and-error) method in which the experiment are run using a very small number of hidden nodes (started at 10) then progressively increasing the number until the best result is achieved. Table 9 shows the precision and recall for each category in the coarse class for the best result (92.80%). Table 10 shows the precision and recall of each category in the fine class for the best result (84.60%).
accuracy for the coarse class. The reason for this is that the extra detail offered by the hypernym feature for the coarse class becomes noise to the classifier. The increase of the size of the sets of data also contributed to the increase in accuracy.
Another observation from Table 8 is that although the size of the feature space for the wh-word + head word + hypernym features is 1.5 times the size of the wh-word + head word features, the number of hidden nodes is actually almost the same. However, for the 1,000 question and 4,000 question sets, the number of hidden nodes is decreasing even though classifying using wh-word + head word + hypernym involved more features than classifying using wh-word + head word. This shows that the hypernym feature does not add much to the complexity of the feature space.
Analysis of the Best Results
The best results obtained in this experiment in terms of accuracy are 92.80% for the coarse classes and 84.60% for the fine classes. The best result for the coarse classes is better than the state-of-the-art (92.60%) using the same settings. This is due to the improvements on Huang, et al. [2] 's head word extraction algorithm and Collins Head Finder [6] rules.
Additions to the list of existing regular expressions also helped in recognizing patterns that were previously not detected. Other improvements such as the modification of existing Collins Head Finder [6] rules and several parts of the head word extraction algorithm gave better result especially in the use of whword + head word features. However, the results for the fine classes is slightly lower than the state-of-the-art (85.60%). This is probably due to the additional regular expressions. On the one hand they helped to increase the coarse classes' accuracy, but on the other hand they lowered the granularity of the feature space when used in the classification of fine classes.
From these results, we could make the following deductions:
1. Some regular expressions result in low precision although recall is high. For example, the regular expression which detects the DESC:desc pattern results in a low precision value (40.00%) (i.e. questions of other classes were mistakenly classified as DESC:desc), even though the results have high recall (85.71%) (i.e. many questions are correctly classified). This means that some regular expressions are too specific to the point that they wrongly classify other classes. However, not all regular expressions result with contrasting low precision and high recall. For example, the DESC:def regular expression produces results with a high precision (93.75%) and high recall (97.56%).
2. Poor WSD contributes to low recall. For example, in the case of a question belonging to the ENTY:animal class "What is a baby lion called?", the sense of the head word "lion" was wrongly identified as "the fifth sign of the zodiac". The correct sense is supposed to be "large gregarious predatory feline of Africa and India having a tawny coat with a shaggy mane in the male". Since the retrieved word sense is wrong, subsequently the retrieved hypernyms (region, location, object, physical entity, and entity) were also wrong. This resulted in a wrong classification.
3. Mistakes in the labeling of the training dataset used by Li & Roth [10] . For example, in the case of a question belonging to the ENTY:substance "What is the birthstone for June?", the head word is "birthstone". In the training dataset, there are two questions with the same "birthstone" head word. However, the two questions were classified as ENTY:other and ENTY:def, even though both questions ("What is June's birthstone?" and "What is November's birthstone?") have a similar pattern to the "What is the birthstone for June?" test question. For the fine classes, ELM's accuracy (84.60%) was 1.0% lower than the best result of Huang, et al. [2] (85.60% for MEM). The cause of the lower accuracy could be attributed to the WSD implementation and the usage of regular expressions. Although the accuracy in the fine classes is lower, it is compensated by an average increase of 92.11% in speed (training and testing) for fine classes.
Comparison with Huang, et al. [2]'s result
In the speed comparison, there is a significant improvement compared to Huang, et al. [2] 's result. The average training time improvement for all classes is 86.28%, while the average testing time improvement is 93.43%. The average time improvement overall is 90.11%.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this research, we employed ELM on semantic features for the purpose of question classification. The use of ELM improves the performance of question classification compared to SVM in terms of speed without sacrificing accuracy. When compared to SVM, ELM performs 5.84 and 10.79 times faster for coarse and fine classes respectively in terms of training time. For testing time, it was 14.89 and 15.47 times faster for coarse and fine classes respectively. This achievement comes without significant difference in accuracy (i.e. 0.2% increase for coarse classes and 1.0% decrease in fine classes).
The addition of four more regular expressions to the existing eight used by Huang, et al. [2] reduces the dimensionality of feature space since it introduces fewer words to the feature space by replacing it with a known class-holder string. Smaller dimensionality leads to faster training and testing speeds. However, adding too many regular expressions may reduce the granularity of the feature space and subsequently lower the classifier generality performance (i.e. some test dataset may score very high, while some may score very low).
We have also made some improvements over Huang, et al. [2] 's algorithm for head word extraction and Collins Head Finder rules. It can be concluded that the improvements of Huang, et al. [2] 's algorithm for head word extraction, Collins Head Finder rules, and regular expressions gave better results for the wh-word + head word feature set. For the wh-word + head word + hypernym feature set, the improvements did increase the accuracy, but the results were comparable without any significant deterioration.
We hope to further improve the accuracy of classification by implementing the n-gram feature. However, including n-gram in the feature space could raise the dimensionality drastically. Hence, an increase in processing capability in terms of CPU processing speed, memory, and perhaps even parallelization is likely to be necessary. More sophisticated data structures for the ELM implementation (e.g. sparse matrix) could also be explored.
